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Lithium Australia progressing Sadisdorf lithium with
SiLeach process
The company's SiLeach process allows unconventional sources of
lithium to be processed
Lithium Australia is advancing the Sadisdorf JV project in Saxony,
Germany

Price:

A$0.062

Market Cap:

A$29.87M

1 Year Share Price Graph

What does Lithium Australia do?
Lithium Australia NL (ASX:LIT) specialises in disruptive extraction technology
development and lithium portfolio acquisition. It is run by Adrian Griffin, a
geologist and metallurgist with 42 years experience in the mining industry who
has led and chaired companies over the past 33 years.

Share Information

What does Lithium Australia own?
The key disruptive technology is the SiLeach process, with products produced
from the process expected to have an influence the economic potential of the
company's Sadisdorf project in Germany.
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Lithium Australia has holdings in lithium provinces around the globe, including
Western Australia, North America and a second project in Germany.

Sector:

The company also wholly owns Brisbane cathode powder plant operator VSPC
Ltd.

Company Synopsis:

It hopes to "close the loop" on the energy-metal cycle by having business
operations in all parts of the cycle.
Last week the company committed to investing further funds into its work to
commercialise operations at the Sadisdorf Lithium-Tin Project in Saxony
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Sadisdorf consists is about 20 kilometres south of the state capital of Dresden
and €750,000 ($1.2 million) on exploration activity has already been spent at
the project.
Lithium Australia can wholly acquire the project which is a joint venture
withseller Tin International AG.
The Sadisdorf sales contract also comes with a nearby exploration licence
known as Hegelshöhe.
Lithium Australia has produced lithium from unconventional sources such as
mine waste with its SiLeach metallurgical process route.
It hopes to produce price-competitive cathode powders for lithium-ion batteries
in Europe.
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Lithium Australia believes its successful test results from the SiLeach process
warrant a further tip-in of funds and will hold a technical workshop in Germany
next month.
Lithium Australia had $11 million cash at the end of the December quarter and
expects $3.6 million of cash outflows in the March quarter.
It has budgeted $567,000 for exploration and evaluation and $1.9 million for
development.
Inflection points
Further SiLeach metallurgical process route demonstrations of use on
unconventional sources
Exploration successes in Germany and further afield to demonstrate resources
held in unconventional sources or in ground
Uptake of the SiLeach process by competitors or the wider industry
Milestone achievements of company's 100%-owned subsidiary, Brisbane
cathode powder plant operator VSPC Ltd
Investor buy-in to Lithium Australia's registry
Managing director Adrian Griffin confident of the potential at Sadisdorf
"Sadisdorf presents a significant opportunity to advance an unconventional lithium
resource to the status of a strategic asset," Lithium Australia Managing director Adrian
Griffin said last Thursday.
"The plan is to downstream-process via our proprietary VSPC technology to produce
cathode materials for lithium-ion batteries.
"Lithium Australia is the first company in the world to produce lithium-ion batteries from
the types of material available at Sadisdorf, and we look forward to advancing this
operation to commercialisation."
VSPC and Lithium Australia managing director Adrian Griffin will give a cathcode
production market outlook address Roskill's Lithium Mine to Market Australia 2019
event From Lithium Processing to Battery Production at 11am this Friday on the
second day of the February 21-22 event at Parmelia Hilton Perth Hotel.
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No investment advice
The information on this Site is of a general nature only. It does not take your specific needs or circumstances into consideration, so you should look at your
own financial position, objectives and requirements and seek financial advice before making any financial decisions. You acknowledge and understand that
neither the Company, its related bodies corporate, the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally about the nature, potential value or
suitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy, or other matter. You should read our FSG and any other relevant
disclosure documents and if necessary seek persona advice prior to making any investment decision.
You understand and agree that no Content (as defined below) published on the Site constitutes a recommendation that any particular security, portfolio of
securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any specific person.
You understand that in certain circumstances the Company, its related bodies corporate, the information providers or their affiliates may have received, or be
entitled to receive, financial or other consideration in connection with promoting, and providing information about, certain entities on the Site and in
communications otherwise provided to you.
You understand that price and other data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that neither
such data nor such calculations are guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be
complete or accurate. From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references
may be selective, may reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously
published information and data may not be current and should not be relied upon.
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